


The AMOUROUD fragrances are born out of 

a groundbreaking legacy. They are the

evolution of the custom blending notions that 

won Perfumer’s Workshop recognition for its 

visionary concepts throughout these

past forty-five years. 

Shimmering and dreamy, provocative and dark, 

light and warm, AMOUROUD is a collection of 

olfactory memories, stories, real and imaginary. 

Transcribed with notes of 

flowers, woods, roots and herbs into 

perfumes that capture a primal place of 

serenity, joy and passion.



Deep woods keep dark secrets…

Imagine a forest floor shimmering with mystical 

energy that radiates from petals of Black 

Gardenia and rare Spiced Orchid. Rich layers of 

Balsam and Vanilla conceal a whiff of both 

danger and mystery, making DARK ORCHID a 

phenomenal hypnotic and addictive treasure. A 

fragrance impossible to forget!

TOP

Mandarin
Citrus Accord

Black Gardenia
Sicilian Bergamot

MID

Jasmine De Grasse
Ylang Ylang
Lotus Wood
Black Orchid

BASE

Indonesian Patchouli
Sandalwood Mysore

Incense
Vanilla

Selling Points: Addictive, Bold Floral, 

Oriental, Woody, Light Oud



The freshness of deep-down things, of noble trees with 

ancient roots….Grounded and serene, SANTAL DES 

INDES is a poetic gesture of gratitude for the gifts of the 

earth.

The woody musky Vetiver from the dark, rich soil mingles 

with fallen leaves, crushed underfoot. A brisk whiff of 

fresh incense combines with a whisper of Curry Leaves 

that lend SANTAL DES INDES an animalic purr.

Majestic Chinese Cedarwood adds a powerful, quiet 

strength to the composition.

TOP

Absinthe
Fresh Incense

MID

Curry Leaf
Chinese Cedarwood

Narcissus Absolute
Turkish Rose Absolute

BASE

Sandalwood Mysore
Moroccan Leather

Musk
Vetiver

Selling Points: Gentle, Woody, Complex, 
Aromatic



The richness of SAFRAN rests quietly inside the timid, 

purple Crocus Flower. A flower that blooms for a few 

short days. It’s rich red and fragrant stamen are 

hidden inside, three per flower. Carefully harvested 

by hand, they are sun-dried to concentrate their 

precious, unusual, silken aroma. The richness of this 

luxurious note is enchanted

and sustained. Finally crowned with an Indian Oud,

creating a RARE, VERY RARE SAFRAN PERFUME.

TOP

Freesia
Bergamot
Olbanum

Rose Geranium

MID

Cedarwood
Saffron

Rosa Centifolia
Jasmine de Grasse

BASE

Benzoin Tears
Indonesian Oud

Vetiver
Sandalwood

Vanilla

Selling Points: Sensuous, Soft, Woody, Spicy,
Oud, Lightly Floral



Nobel trees seem to have a spirit and a soul, an energy drawn 
from the Earth that radiates, comforts and protects. OUD

develops within the heartwood of these trees. A process that 
can be compared to an Oyster making a pearl. It happens 

rarely, very rarely. Which is why OUD is more costly than gold. Its 
perfume is uniquely rich, deep, strong and intense. It must be 

used carefully, and by very skilled perfumers to be kept from 

overpowering the fragrance notes it is blended with.
OUD DU JOUR is a Masters creation, where its many ingredients 
are seamlessly integrated with the rich OUD into a magnificent, 

soft and sunny perfume. It remains a beautiful and discreet 
companion all day long, without either overwhelming nor 

disappearing.

TOP

Pink Pepper
Wild Raspberry
Persian Saffron

MID

Olibanum
Rose Absolute

Prune JE
Muguet du Bois

BASE

Rare Indonesian Oud
Black Amber

Patchouli
Gaiac Wood

Selling Points: Haunting, Warm, Gently Floral, 
Oud



Midnight Rose begins as a fragrance of gentle early

morning roses sprinkled with fresh morning dew. Top 

notes of Lychee and Pomelo surround. The mid notes of 

lily and pure Red Rose jewel tones then begin to add a 

calming sensuality, as this complex perfume takes on the 

ripe and rich texture of a rare and glorious antique 

tapestry. Threads of warm dark-hued Oud anchor the 

composition with a veil that gracefully moves it towards 

the sumptuous effect added by final notes of Labdanum 

and Amber. Thus these early roses transform into a 

glorious night garden named MIDNIGHT ROSE. A 

magnificent scent that lingers long after midnight..

TOP

Lychee
Pomelo
Mate

MID

Lily
Red Rose

Iris

BASE

Amber
Labdanum

Oud

Selling Points: Sensual, Floral, Slightly Fruity, 
Oriental



The East has always been the keeper of magic and 

mystery. It’s rich olfactive treasures are said to hold 

sensuous powers used in the most seductive and 

beautiful ointment and perfumes.

Built around the spellbinding heart of Oud, a 

hypnotic Incense, addictive Wild Honey and Night 

Blooming Jasmine have been seamlessly 

intertwined. The finishing touch continues with 

animalic Musk, earthy Patchouli, and the gentle 

fluidity of Sandalwood. MIEL SAUVAGE is a precious 

harmony of elegance.

TOP

Bergamot
Wild Honey
Red Pepper

MID

Oud
Blooming Jasmine

Sandalwood

BASE

Patchouli
Tonka Bean

Incense

Selling Points: Sensual, Softly Floral, Woody,
Warm Oud



Steeped in history, shrouded in mystery, the Silk Route was never a 

single road but rather countless routes patched together in an ancient 

map, all used for the transport of luxurious silks, aromatic spices, 

magnificent jewels, and magical perfumes from east to west.

“...myriad golden paths to fortune and glory,

interwoven like threads of a magic carpet.”

Fascinated by the history of the Silk Route with its enchanting allure of 

travel and adventure, Silk Route blends many rare ingredients that 

surround a thread of sensuous Oud to create her vision of traveling 

along the Silk Route. Her gift to us is a sun-dappled airy perfume of 

warmth and light woodiness, mingled with luscious florals and balsamic 

aromatics. This enchanting creation wraps you in the softest invisible silk 

imaginable all day long.

TOP
Bergamot
Star Anise
Clove Bud
Ginger JE

MID
French Lavender
Narisse Absolute

Tuberose Absolute
Everlasting Resinoid

BASE
Tonka

Leather
Benzoin
Incense

Oakmoss
Vanilla JE

Selling Points: Warm and Sunny, creamy, spicy, 
woody,

with a gentle floralcy 



Selling Points: Haunting, Warm, Softly Woody, Oud

TOP
Bergamot

Black Currant
Cinnamon Bark

MID
Tuberose Absolute

Turkish Rose Absolute
Ylang Ylang
Galbanum

BASE
Patchouli

Oud
Amber

Peru Balsam
Vetiver

BOIS D'ORIENT is a superb composition that is both civilized 
and a little wild. Beautiful and full-bodied, it is a harmonious, 
haunting combination of wood notes, rare spices and exotic 

flowers.

BOIS D'ORIENT opens with a softly bright top note, created by 

an accord of costly Bergamot, Black Currant, and Cinnamon 
Bark. The fragrance becomes richer and deeper as it 

combines Tuberose Absolute and Turkish Rose Absolute with 
Galbanum.

BOIS D'ORIENT turns sumptuous and intoxicating with base 
notes of Oud, Amber and Patchouli. It is extraordinarily long-

lasting. Its impact absolutely unforgettable.



When the rush of a whirling wind picks up the scent of smoky, 
black Agarwood and sweeps it through fragrant, sensuous 
waves of Night Blooming Jasmine and layers of seductive 
Resins, Balsams and Olibanum, there is a fragrance never 

smelled before. It wraps itself around you like silken velvet, and 
feels as deliciously soft and hauntingly beautiful as its aroma. 

Agarwood Noir is a spellbinding fragrance.

TOP
Apricot
Saffron

Pink Pepper

MID
Jasmine Grandiflorum

Jasmine Sambac

Jasmine Absolute

French Rose Absolute

BASE
Agarwood

Leather
White Moss

Vanilla
Vetiver

Selling Points: Smoky, Woody, Lightly Floral, 

Mysterious, Haunting



A howl at the moon. 
After the last rays of the setting sun have faded, there remains 

a hint of something edgy prowling in the dark. Something 
provocative, noble, yet dangerous.

The powerful presence of a rare Oud mingling with Turkish 
Rose, sweet Tobacco, Amber, and enigmatic Mysore Musk. 

Oud After Dark is both seductive and surprising. An aroma of 
heightened sensuality and curious intensity.

TOP
Pepper
Saffron

Osmanthus
Juicy Apricot

Dianthus

MID
Rare Oud

Olibanum Tears

Purple Plum
Soft Suede
Turkish Rose

BASE
Ebony Wood

Virginia Tobacco
Rich Amber

Vanilla Orchid
Musk

Selling Points: Enigmatic, Sensual, Rare Oud, Deep 

Florals, Seductive



Oud Tabac
BY PERFUMER ILIAS ERMENIDIS

In creating OUD TABAC I had in mind something deliciously intoxicating, 

sensuous, unforgettable and addictive. I wanted to start somewhat 

spicy and bracing - like the fragrant notes of Coriander and Ginger, 

then join them with Saffron’s bright leather-and-honey quality and the 

airy soft-and-sweet Heliotrope.

At its heart, OUD TABAC wafts over an accord of Oud, Olibanum and 

Amberwood-like an intoxicating hug - delicious and forever memorable.

Then an oriental quality takes over... Soft, warm and intimate. It wraps 

you in toasted-caramel notes of Vanilla Bourbon, balsamic and ambery

Cistus and smoldering Alaskan Cedar and GuaiacWoods.

Finally, I blended the entire composition with Captive Musks. This move is 

enticing and irresistible and should give each wearer a sense of personal 

attraction and magnetism. This is my OUD TABAC: Soft. Sensual. 

Addictive!

TOP
Ginger

Coriander

Heliotrope
Saffron

MID
Pipe Tobacco NP

Oud
Olibanum

Amberwood

BASE
Alaskan Cedar

Cistus
Vanilla Bourbon

Musk

Selling Points: Soft, Sensual, Addictive


